Mini Test 1
1) What are the ISACS? What is its purpose and how is it useful?

2) In your own words, describe the purpose and use of the ISACS Assessment Tool

3) Why is conducting assessments important in small arms control?

4) What are the three fundamental steps for conducting an assessment?

5) What are some benefits of effective information management of small arms control?

6) Create a questionnaire using the ISACS–AT and show your fellow participants how you created it

Mini Test 2
1) What are the key operational functions of the ISACS–AT?

2) How can you access priority measures in the operational modules using the ISACS–AT? (Identify which features
should be used.)

3) Imagine that you are an officer tasked with evaluating the quality management of weapon marking in Recipient
State X. You are being requested to conduct a site visit assessment on one of the depots to evaluate marking standards
using the ISACS–AT:
a) What steps would you need to take to conduct and complete this task with the use of ISACS–AT?
b) What function would you need to use in order to share the findings of the assessment electronically using the ISACS–
AT?
c) If you were tasked to review the marking practices every three months, which ISACS–AT function would you use and
why?

4) What are some benefits of using the ISACS–AT instead of the paper format ISACS to support operational small arm
control activities?

5) Individual exercise: Detail below what are the requirements set by the ISACS Module 05.20 Stockpile Management:
Clause 13.1.4: Transport of Weapons—Air Transport. You can either use the ISACS module or the ISACS–AT to answer
this question.
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